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A

born gambler and the eldest of five children, Kenneth
Watson was born on 5 June 1897 in Malton, Ontario.
The very gregarious, sometimes outrageous ‘Kenny’
was educated in one room schools in Malton, Burnhamthorpe
and Weston High. His mother, by then a widow, also had a
farm near Elmbank, Ontario where the senior offspring could
test out a notable instinct for mastering card games. His
younger brothers, Harold and William, were Kenny’s captive
‘guinea pigs’. All this helped to forge a developing ego but what
really would massage his burning ambition was to join the
RFC. He tried once and was told to reapply later in 1917 when
the application demand may have subsided. He utilized the

2Lt Kenneth Borman Watson RFC, summer of 1917, taken at a portrait
studio in Toronto for his family shortly before leaving for overseas with
RFC Canada Draft No.4. The original, from which this print was made,
languished for many years in the files of the RCAF Historical Branch, the
pilot in the photo unknown to them!
:via RCAF Historical Branch

waiting time by working at a munitions factory in Toronto.
Upon acceptance, as an AM3 cadet, K.B. Watson, with his
bridge playing in temporary ‘lockdown’ his only desire was
to prove, once appointed as a pupil to 82 Reserve Squadron,
Camp Borden, that bridging the gap between learning to fly
and teaching others the same concept was no earth shattering
transition. Without losing a stride – his record clean, no
crashes, everything asked for – he accomplished this almost
in record time. The RFC was desperately short of instructors
in those formative months in Canada and found an inspired,
willing, very able young man in Watson. 88 CTS, Armour
Heights, the training squadron where he received much of his
instruction, was also able to utilize his tenaciousness. He was
not every pupil’s idea of a good instructor and complaints were
common. RFC/Canada found it more profitable for future
pupils to be sent to England, which he really desired. Also
aboard the Missinabbi, the departure date 19 September 1917
and representing Group No.4 Draft, was 2Lt K.B. Watson. For
as long as it took the ship to negotiate the ‘briny’ – sailing in
a convoy added a couple of days to the passage – Watson had
his own customized card playing associates. He would win –
often – and with it a warning: this guy’s a winner, his gambling
moves, ones to be aware of.
Once these future ‘eagles’, fifty of them, had landed in
Liverpool, about every fifth officer was chosen to fly rotary
engined scouts. Watson ended up at 10 TS, Shawbury. Future
Camel pilots among them would help fill the ranks of 3, 54, 65,
73, 80 and 209 Squadrons and, had Watson not taken ill after
arrival in Italy, 28 Squadron. Soloing after just one practice
The five instructors – 2Lt K.B. Watson, second from left – for 88 CTS,
Armour Heights August 1917.
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